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Well what year. 2020 and Coronavirus
(COVID-19) has been like nothing we have
seen before and hopefully never will again.
Even though we are not quite in the clear
yet (and it all could change in a second), the
gas and electricity industries have shown
how flexible they can be, weathering the
restrictions (at some cost) but maintaining
safety levels that Victoria has come to
be known for.
As significant as COVID-19 has been, the
wheels of progress keep turning. ESV will
become a Commission from 1 January.
Essentially this means that instead of a
single Director of Energy Safety holding our
regulatory power, we will have a three person
Commission. Improved governance like this
will lead to better outcomes. ESV will become
more proactive, consistent in our enforcement
approach and we will have better data to drive
our decision-making. I am sure you will join
me in welcoming our two new commissioners
(p13) Michelle Groves and Sarah McDowell
who join the chair, Marnie Williams.
Big focus on solar, with ESV working with
Solar Victoria to identify the top 10 installation
issues and advice on how to ensure they
don’t happen.
Also, from 1 January, lineworkers in Victoria
will be licensed. Introducing a licensing
regime has been a huge project for ESV
in partnership with the major electricity
companies, the ETU and other industry
organisations. Lineworkers will get their first
five-year licence at no charge provided they
register with ESV before 1 January (story p4).
A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
to all.
Jonathan Granger
jonathan.granger@energysafe.vic.gov.au
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Top safety tips for
solar installations
now powering
ahead
By Solar Victoria

You can find this
information and more at
solar.vic.gov.au/industry
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The Victorian Government’s $1.3 billion, 10-year Solar Homes Program
is now very much back in business and as the solar industry powers
ahead with the change in restrictions, Solar Victoria is getting the
message out that safety and quality cannot be compromised.
Week on week, Solar Victoria’s
Solar Homes Program is breaking its
own records for both the number of
rebates approved and the number of
solar systems installed. In the week
following the solar industry’s return
to work, the program saw almost
2,000 solar PV systems installed.

To help maintain focus on safety and
quality Solar Victoria’s independent
auditors will also be inspecting
installations as soon as six weeks
post-installation – and there’s still a lot
retailers and installers can do to address
issues which will have a huge, positive
impact on overall safety.

Keeping pace with this rooftop
transformation, Solar Victoria is closely
monitoring installation data to ensure
that installers are not undertaking too
many jobs and that safety and quality
are not compromised.

About the audit program

Solar Victoria’s Director of Risk,
Assurance and Standards, Paul Corkill,
said the short-term objective for the
Solar Homes Program was to get the
solar industry back to work – safely.
”It’s essential in this period, as it is
going forward, that all workers and
customers remain safe, and all systems
are installed to the highest standards,”
he said.
”The solar industry has rigorous
safety and quality standards, and
a transparent, deliberate strategy
of driving accountability across the
supply chain to achieve this.”
Solar Victoria is working with WorkSafe
and Energy Safe Victoria, to ensure
solar installs are conducted safely and
in accordance with industry and safety
regulations. Both regulators will be
increasing visits to solar work sites
over the coming months.

Solar Victoria manages an audit
program to ensure solar installers and
retailers comply with all required safety
and quality standards. Its independent
auditors look at the safety and quality of
solar installations and determine where
opportunities for improvement need to
be followed up with the solar retailer.
”We are aiming to audit every installer
and retailer in the program at least
once this year. To date, we have audited
more than 3,900 installations” Corkill
said.
As part of its strategy to improve
compliance, Solar Victoria has increased
transparency of its audit process by
publishing the audit checklist auditors
use to assess PV installations.
”This also means there’s no excuse
for not being aware of minimum
standards,” Corkill said. ”The majority
of systems installed are safe and
operable. But approximately 2 per
cent of installations are problematic,
and there is room for improvement.”

Corkill says analysis of the solar PV
installations audited during 2018-19
identified 10 common opportunities for
improvement. More than 80 per cent
of all installation issues were a result
of one of these 10 faults.
In selecting an audit site, Solar Victoria
will look at a retailer’s performance,
industry experience, compliance
history and system price. Following
a risk-weighted audit selection
methodology, at-risk retailers and their
installers are six times more likely to
be audited than those who pose a low
risk of non-compliance. In November,
Solar Victoria began working with at-risk
retailers, holding individual meetings to
provide insights into the frameworks
and resources they require to lift
standards to the expectations of the
Solar Homes Program.
Corkill said Solar Victoria had
seen a decline in the instances of
non-compliance, but the same
avoidable errors were still being
detected.
”Many errors are a result of rushing
and workmanship,” he said. “For
example, a five-minute conversation
about mismatched connectors can
quickly resolve a problem.”
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Safety a shared responsibility
Corkill said it was not only installers
who need to address these issues.
Safety is a shared responsibility –
retailers are as responsible as installers
in the Solar Homes Program.
”Retailers need a mix of measures: they
must take steps to ensure the installers
they engage are of good standing, and
ensure installers not only have the right
knowledge, but the right equipment,”
he said.
”Safety also means continuing to
prioritise mandatory safety training
for your workers.
”We expect retailers to provide all
necessary information, instruction,
training and supervision to ensure
Solar Homes installers work safely
and without risks to health.”
Licensed Electrical Inspectors
are also fundamental in ensuring
a system is safe.
Energy Safe Victoria is currently
conducting a review into Licenced
Electrical Inspectors.

Top tips to improve solar safety

The following tips or opportunities for
improvement aim to help solar installers
avoid these common errors and to install
solar systems that meet the standards
for this program, and without the need
to make rectifications later.
These 10 opportunities for improvement
are straightforward and should be
simple to address:

1. Mismatched
DC connectors

3. Inadequate
earthing

Make sure only the same type/model
from the same manufacturer are
mated together for DC connectors.
A mismatched DC connector failing
could cause major damage and create
a safety risk for occupants due to fire
or smoke inhalation.

Make sure that the PV array mounting
frames and all modules have an
equipotential earth bond connected
to the earthing terminal on the
switchboard/distribution board to
which the inverter is connected, either
directly or via the inverter main earth
conductor. Ensure the mandatory
earthing tests are carried out to verify
compliant earth continuity as per
the Australian Standard.

Energy Safe Victoria has developed
new guidelines for DC connectors to
help all parties involved in installing,
inspecting and auditing solar
installations to meet compliance
and safety requirements.
Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.3.7(k)

2. Water damage
and signs of water
ingress in the ground
and roof DC isolator

4. Entries to
electrical enclosures
(protection of
connections)

Make sure all DC isolator enclosure(s)
at the array and at the inverter are
correctly installed to prevent water
ingress, including appropriate IP rated
cable glands and multi-hole sealing
grommets to suit the number of
installed cables, and if possible,
use external fixing points. Where
isolators are mounted outdoors,
cables and conduits shall not enter
the top entry face of the enclosure.

Make sure all conduit glands and
fittings to the electrical enclosure are
installed and sealed in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions,
including being glued if required.
Ensure glands are installed where
required to maintain IP ratings and
prevent strain on terminations.

Note: The product Manufacturers
Ingress Protection (IP) rating must
be maintained for all a.c. and d.c.
electrical enclosures.
Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Cl. 4.1.2 (e)
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.4.4.6
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Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Sect 8.3.5
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.4.2.1

Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.4.4.6

5. Inverter not
affixed correctly

7. PV array voltage
greater than 600VDC

9. Damage
to LV cables

Make sure that inverters (PCEs)
are installed in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions. Pay
attention to minimum fixing sizes,
number of fixings, and locking
devices; and ensuring that the wall
is structurally sound for supporting
the inverter and that the location
is otherwise acceptable.

Make sure residential solar PV arrays
are designed and installed to have a
PV Array Max Voltage of less than 600
VDC. Remember, this is not the sum of
the PV modules connected in series.
The PV Array Max Voltage is calculated
using the formula in AS/NZS 5033:2014
Cl. 4.2, which corrects the voltage
for the lowest expected operating
temperature.

Make sure no LV cables have been
damaged during the installation, and
that cables are clear of fixing screws
when securing covers, components
and panel clamps. Ensure mandatory
Insulation Resistance testing is carried
out that may identify any damaged
cables prior to energising, as per
AS/NZS 3000:2018 Sect 8.3.6.

Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Cl. 4.1.2 (e)
» AS/NZS 4777.1 Cl. 2.3 and 5.3

6. DC cables not
enclosed in heavy
duty conduit or not
adequately supported
Make sure all DC cables within the
ceiling, wall or floor cavity are fully
enclosed in heavy duty conduit or
equivalent. Joints in conduits and
fittings must be glued to ensure fittings
do not come apart exposing the DC
cabling. Ensure all wiring and conduit
work is adequately supported by
clips or saddles at regular intervals.
Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Cl. 3.9.3.1
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.3.6.3.2

Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 4.2
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 3.1

8. Mounting
frames not installed
to the Australian
Standards
Make sure the PV mounting structure
and attachments to the roof are
installed in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions, ensuring
it is secure. Make sure only approved
components are used, such as:
mounting feet, rail joiners and correct
end clamps to the array. Ensure
the PV mounting structure and
attachments to the roof are secure
by visually double checking to confirm
all components are correctly fitted
and tight. Refer to the manufacturer's
engineering certificate for minimum
screw sizes and quantity, and required
foot spacing for the installation
location.

Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Sect 8.3.6
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Sect 3.9.4

10. DC isolator
at the array/s not
correctly wired
Make sure DC isolators are correctly
selected and rated for the connected
voltage and prospective fault currents.
DC isolators must be wired in
accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions to ensure the internal
contacts can safely operate at the
specified loads. Double check all
terminals including links and bridges
to ensure there are no loose
connections, perform a pull test on
each cable, and ensure all conductor
strands have been captured and
secured.
Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 2.2.5
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Cl. 4.1.2 (e) and 3.7

Australian Standards reference
» AS/NZS 3000:2018 Cl. 4.1.2 (e)
» AS/NZS 5033:2014 Cl. 2.2.5
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ESV blitzes solar
installations
By Sandy Atkins, Senior Compliance Officer, Renewable Energy, Electrical Installation Safety

Responding to increased activity following the changes to restrictions
as part of the third step of the Roadmap for Recovery, ESV has carried
out a weekend blitz of solar installation work across Victoria.
The ESV Renewable Energy Team
carries out field based audits of solar
system installations to verify licensing
of workers, effective supervision of
workers and apprentices, and technical
compliance.

Auditing solar systems.

As part of the weekend blitz, ESV
has inspected 35 sites over the last
two weekends and will continue.
The blitz has found that compliance
is high although enforcement action
was taken for:
» two instances of unlicensed work, and
» one instance of a system left energised
before verification by an Inspector.
In all three of these instances an
infringement notice ranging up to
$4,000 will be issued.
The weekend blitz is an extension of
the usual field auditing program and
complements compliance activities
carried out through the working week.
Overall, industry are meeting their
obligations by ensuring appropriate
licensing, supervision and compliance.
The top issues discussed included:
» DC connectors: the importance
of correctly matched connectors this
must be the same make and model
of connectors
» Apprentice supervision:
understanding what your apprentice
can and can’t do
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» What work is licensed work:
non-licensed workers, often referred
to as trades assistants, can fetch and
carry tools and materials, erect solar
panel support frames, attach panels
if ELV (less than 120V d.c.) and other
mechanical tasks. They cannot install,
attach or connect cables or wiring
associated with PV modules, inverters
or earthing systems.

» Energising PV systems: Systems
upon installation and commissioning
must be left in the off position. After
completion the system can only be
energised after it has been inspected and
certified by a licensed electrical inspector.
ESV and WorkSafe have developed a
Safety guide for installing PV systems.
Download your copy via ESV's website.

esv.vic.gov.au

Safety alert — Suburban
Recreational Vehicle water heater
By Product Safety Australia

Caravan and motorhome owners urged to check for deadly faulty water heaters before the holidays.
Consumers are urged to check their
caravans and recreational vehicles
(RVs) for dangerous Suburban-branded
water heaters which may emit deadly
carbon monoxide.
The Suburban Recreational Vehicle
water heater can operate using
electricity or gas, and may produce
unsafe levels of carbon monoxide
when gas is used to generate the heat.
Carbon monoxide poisoning can cause
death, and exposure for a short amount
of time can lead to serious injuries.
Carbon monoxide has no smell and
is unlikely to be detected. It is also
highly flammable and can explode
on contact with a spark or flame.
The Gas Technical Regulators
Committee (GTRC), with the ACCC’s
assistance, is raising awareness of
the need for repair of thousands of
water heaters.
“Do not use the affected water heaters
in gas mode under any circumstances,”
ACCC Deputy Chair Delia Rickard said.
“It’s especially important to check your
caravan’s water heater as soon as
possible if you plan to go away during
the summer holidays. It only takes
a minute and it could save the lives
of your loved ones.”

“We are concerned that a large number
of deadly heaters remain in caravans
and RVs because owners have not
yet contacted Coast to Coast for an
inspection. Coast to Coast Caravan
and Leisure has recalled these heaters
due to the serious hazards they present.
Owners should not take this issue lightly
and act quickly,” Ms Rickard said.
Consumers can check if their heater
is affected by opening the exterior
access door to the hot water service
and checking the model and serial
number located on the right hand side.
They should then enter the serial
number at the Coast to Coast website.
“Anyone with an affected water heater
should urgently contact Coast to Coast
Caravan and Leisure on 02 9645 7685
who will arrange for a licensed gasfitter
to inspect their water heater free of
charge,” Ms Rickard said.
Consumers will not have to cover
any costs related to the supply and
installation of the new water heater,
or any required associated work,
such as the modification of cavity
and gas and/or water lines.
Coast to Coast Caravan and Leisure
will check every unit, after being
contacted by consumers, to ensure
the water heater is properly installed and
if needed, will replace the unit through
a licenced gasfitter free of charge.
Consumers who experience difficulties
obtaining a timely remedy should
contact Coast to Coast Caravan and
Leisure, their state or territory gas
regulator or the ACCC online.

More information is available
at Product Safety Australia.

Background
Coast to Coast Caravan and Leisure
notified a recall for Suburban
Recreational Vehicle Water Heaters
on 15 November 2019 due to their
serious safety hazards. 18,139 heaters
have been sold across all states and
territories in Australia mostly installed
in caravans and RVs via these caravan
and motorhome retailers.
Gas regulators have been working with
Coast to Coast Caravan and Leisure
to identify a suitable safe replacement
water heater. Replacement models
initially proposed by Suburban, the
overseas manufacturer, also failed
testing. A safe model was finally
produced, and approved for use
in July 2020.
Remediation could not commence until
the GTRC was satisfied of the safety of
the replacement units. The supplier then
needed to import sufficient units from
the US manufacturer, at a time when
their supply chains were impacted by
the pandemic situation.
The supplier advises stocks of
replacement units are now in hand
and they are keen to get remediation
happening quickly. To date, only
210 units have been remediated or
scheduled for inspection, and the
supplier would like to encourage greater
consumer response to the recall.
The affected products are the Suburban
Recreational Vehicle Water Heaters
with model numbers SW6DEA,
SW6DA, SW4DEA, SW4DA, SW4DECA,
SW6DECA and SW6PA that have serial
numbers between 181315552 and
193002648 (some serial numbers may
end with a 'D') and between 8183311827
and 8190201139.
They were manufactured between
4 April 2018 and 1 August 2019.

The Office of the Technical Regulator (SA) is the responsible regulator for this product. It is a member of the
Gas Technical Regulators Committee (GTRC). The GTRC is composed of gas technical and safety regulators across
Australia and aims to apply a consistent regulatory approach to improve gas safety, measurement and quality.
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Lineworker
licensing commences
1 January 2021
By Jocelyn Allen, Senior Communications Advisor,
Communications and Marketing

More information is available at
esv.vic.gov.au/lineworkers-licensing
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ESV will implement a new licensing regime for Lineworkers (including Cable Jointers)
from 1 January 2021. The regime will increase ESV’s visibility of the industry to ensure
Lineworkers have the minimum qualifications and experience required to work safely
on distribution, transmission and traction networks.
Lineworkers carry out high risk work,
often facing extreme weather conditions
to keep electricity flowing into our
homes and businesses.
To avoid outages on electrical networks,
Lineworkers can often work on ‘live’
high voltage assets. This work can be
undertaken at heights or in confined
spaces for several hours at a time,
sometimes in poor light and hazardous
weather conditions.
Despite the risks, linework has an
excellent safety record in Victoria due
to quality training, stringent work, health
and safety policies and procedures,
and regular field audits by employers
and ESV.
However, unlike other electrical workers,
Lineworkers have not been required to
hold a licence until now. To maintain high
standards within the industry and ensure
Lineworkers are suitably trained and
qualified, the Victorian Government will
implement a new Lineworker licensing
regime through ESV from 1 January
2021.
The regime was formulated through
comprehensive industry, stakeholder
and public consultation in 2020 and
mandates the minimum requirements
for Lineworker training and qualifications
in Victoria.

The transition from a voluntary
registration system to a licensing
system will improve safety outcomes
by providing greater transparency,
oversight, accountability and regulation
of the industry.
Improved workforce data will also
allow ESV to analyse potential trends
and emerging safety risks affecting
the workforce, as well as maintain
professional standards to keep both
the workforce and the community safe.
ESV will administer and enforce the
Lineworker licensing regime, with greater
regulatory oversight as a result of its
new Commission structure, also
commencing on 1 January 2021.
I registered for a licence.
What happens now?
More than 2,000 Lineworkers registered
for a Lineworker licence prior to the
December 2020 deadline. This was a
fantastic response, assisted by industry
partners such as the ETU and NECA,
as well as distribution and traction
businesses.
If you successfully registered for a
licence, you will receive your licence
number via email from ESV with a letter
attached. Please keep the letter as proof
of your licence status, until you receive
your Lineworker licence card in the
mail in early 2021.

ESVConnect is the primary system that
facilitates the regulation of the electrical
industry in Victoria and streamlines
ESV’s old paper-based processes
into a more efficient online process.
In ESVConnect you can keep your
details up-to-date and apply for a range
of licences online. You can also renew
your licence, track the progress of your
applications, and request a licence card
replacement.
Please ensure that your email address
in ESVConnect is always current, as your
licence renewal and other important
notifications will be sent to this address.
If you change your name or address,
you must notify ESV within 10 business
days either through ESVConnect, email
or phone. Failure to do so may incur
penalties.
ESV has assisted qualified Lineworkers
to transition from the voluntary
registration system to the new licensing
system by providing an initial licence at
no cost. You will be required to renew
your licence every five years, at the same
cost as an electrician’s licence renewal.

You will also receive an email from
‘ESVConnect’, ESV’s online services
portal, asking you to create an account.

Continued on next page…
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What happens if I work
without a licence?
By law, all Lineworkers (including
Cable Jointers) must be licensed to
carry out linework from 1 January 2021.
Lineworkers who are not licensed after
this date may be required to down
tools until they apply for and obtain
the appropriate licence.
A licensing fee may also apply.
If you continue to work without
a licence, penalties may apply.
If you have not registered,
please contact
LLenquiry@energysafe.vic.gov.au
or call our Licensing Team on
1800 815 721 as soon as possible
to discuss your situation.
Working at heights.

Lineworker Licensing Timeline

2018
The Victorian Government
made a commitment to
establish an electrical
Lineworker licensing
regime to commence
1 January 2021.

27 Aug 2020
ESV released a regulatory
impact statement (RIS) and
the associated regulations
for consultation.

18 Feb 2020
Required amendments to the
Electricity Safety Act 1998,
allowing for the licensing
of Lineworkers, pass the
Victorian Parliament.
12

Sep to Dec 2020
More than 2,000 Lineworkers
registered with ESV for a
licence.

Mar to Dec 2020
ESV undertook extensive
industry, stakeholder and
public consultation on the
proposed licensing regime,
as part of a range
of regulatory changes.

1 Jan 2021
Licensing regime
commences.

Dec 2020
The updated regulations,
mandating the licensing
of Lineworkers, were
approved by the Minister,
The Hon. Lily D'Ambrosio.

esv.vic.gov.au

What are the licence classes?

Alternatives to Cert III

Dual trade qualifications

Lineworker licence classes include:

Lineworkers who were trained through
systems under electricity or railway
authorities such as SECV and PTC
are deemed to have the required
qualification if the Lineworker provides
evidence of his or her competency,
knowledge and skills, and evidence
is assessed and recognised by major
electricity companies or railway/tramway
companies.

If you hold dual trade qualifications,
both classes will be listed on your
licence, and you will only be charged
one licensing fee each time you renew
your licence (every five years).

»
»
»
»
»

Distribution Lineworkers
Transmission Lineworkers
Traction Lineworkers
Cable Jointers
Supervised Rail/Traction (for traction
workers who, prior to 1 January 2021,
were authorised by a traction network
operator to work under the supervision
of a fully qualified traction Lineworker)
» Restricted Cable Jointing (available
to a limited number of distribution
Lineworkers that have completed
additional training).

More than 2,000 Lineworkers
have registered for a free licence

At a glance
» All Lineworkers (including Cable
Jointers) must be licensed from
1 January 2021.
» All existing registered Lineworkers were
eligible to receive their first licence at
no cost, provided they registered by
14 December 2020.
» Licence cards will be issued in early
2021 to those who successfully
registered.

» Lineworkers who are not licensed
after 1 January 2021 may be required
to down tools until they obtain the
appropriate licence. A licensing fee
may also apply.
» Any individual intending to work as a
Lineworker on or after 1 January 2021
(who was not a registered Lineworker
prior to 1 January 2021) must apply
and pay for a Lineworker licence.

» Apprentices must be supervised by a
licensed Lineworker, but do not require
a licence until they are fully qualified.
» Once apprentices are qualified,
employers/individuals will have a
three-month grace period to apply
for their Lineworker licence.

» A Lineworker licence must be renewed
every five years, at the same cost as
an electrician’s licence renewal.
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Summer safety
tips for using gas

Providing
education services
in 2020

By Tyler Mason, Gas Engineer,
Type A Gas Appliance & Component Safety

By Laurie Devitt, Gas Safety Officer,
Gas Operations

As restrictions continue to change and summer
rapidly approaches – Victorians will slowly return to their
barbecues, frequent our beaches and the great outdoors.
So it’s a good time to remind the
community of the fundamental safety
tips around using gas appliances and
cylinders, particularly on the hazards
around Propane (LPG) appliance.
Last summer, there were many
dangerous BBQ fires involving LPG
cylinders. Some turned into house fires,
resulting in serious burns and the loss
and damage of family homes.
The single most common contributing
factor in recent years has been the
connection between the appliance hose
and the outlet on the gas cylinder.
This reason largely forms why ESV has
been supporting the work on LCC 27
(story on page 17). So, to stay safe this
summer, it is critical that you, know the
drill before you grill.

What to do if you see bubbles:
» Switch off the gas immediately
» Re-check the hose to make sure it
hasn’t perished
» Re-check connections to make sure
they are tight – get into the habit of doing
this regularly
» Check that the O ring on the connection
hasn’t perished or gone missing
» Check the gas cylinder for damage
Note: you can’t refill an LP Gas cylinder if it
hasn’t been tested for over 10 years, or if the
cylinder has been damaged. Always exchange
LP Gas cylinders at a reputable supplier.

» Test with soapy water, and if bubbles still
form turn off the gas. Your gas cylinder
or hose may need replacing.
Get into the habit of doing a soapy water
check. Know the drill before you grill.

The drill
Follow these simple steps every time
you use your barbecue (or other LP Gas
appliance):
1. Inspect the hose for signs of perishing
or cracking – if the hose is cracked or
perished, don’t use the BBQ until the
hose has been replaced.
2. Use a squeezy bottle filled with soapy
water to check the connection for
gas leaks (use dishwashing liquid and
water). Squirt the connection with the
suds from the soapy water solution.
› Bubbles will form if gas is escaping.
› Leak-test the connection to the
cylinder every time you connect
it or change cylinders.
› Serious leaks are common and
can be very dangerous.
› Check and leak test the connection
every time you barbecue.
3. If no bubbles appear, you’re safe
to cook.
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During Coronavirus (COVID-19),
like many Victorians, we have
had to adjust and find new ways
of maintaining safety services to
community and industry.
ESV Gas Operations inspects
around 70% of the Complex and
Type B applications we receive and
have maintained this inspection rate
throughout by using services such
as WhatsApp and Voice over IP to
perform remote inspections. This has
proved highly successful. Hundreds of
Complex and Type B gas applications
have been completed quickly,
maintaining an efficient gas safety
service to the Victorian community,
its businesses and licensed plumbers.
We also utilised web conferencing
software to maintain contact with
industry, including a webinar with
Swinburne University’s Croydon
Campus Cert IV Gas students. Among
other topics, the webinar focussed
on interactions with ESV, submitting a
gas application, using the WhatsApp
service for inspections and ESV’s
expectations of licenced plumbers
performing complex gas work.
The 90 minute presentation by
ESV Gas Inspectors Laurie Devitt and
Kerrie McDonnell was delivered to over
35 students from the comfort of their
own homes, and a Q&A session at the
end to wrap things up. Feedback on
the webinar was highly encouraging,
the most pleasing aspect being the
common requests for more virtual
sessions in future.
We look forward to incorporating
more sessions such as webinars
to continue our support of TAFEs,
RTOs and the industry generally.

Know the drill.

esv.vic.gov.au

New commissioners appointed
to Energy Safe Victoria
By Jonathan Granger, Head of Communications and Marketing

Energy Safe Victoria welcomes two leaders in
Victorian energy sector regulation as commissioners.
Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change, Lily D’Ambrosio,
has announced the appointments of
Michelle Groves and Sarah McDowell.
Michelle and Sarah will join ESV’s
current Director of Energy Safety
Marnie Williams as the three person
Commission. The Commission will
assume all of ESV’s regulatory powers,
which were previously vested in a
single Director.
“I am extremely pleased at these
appointments,” Ms Williams said.
“Both are high calibre leaders with
a huge body of experience in energy
regulation. ESV is extremely fortunate
to have the benefit of their experience.

“It is also significant, to have an
all-women Commission,” Ms Williams
said.
“That Victoria has produced such
highly experienced and capable women
is an impressive achievement.”
Michelle was Chief Executive of the
Australian Energy Regulator for close
to 15 years and before that Director
of the National Competition Council.
Sarah is the Energy Executive Director
at the Essential Services Commission
and was a Senior Policy Advisor for
the Energy portfolio to the Victorian
Government.

The formation of the Commission
was a recommendation of the 2018
Review into Victoria’s Electricity and
Gas Network Safety Framework. The
Commission will be at the forefront
of a transformation process that will
equip ESV to be a strong and proactive
regulator in a constantly changing
energy environment.
The Commission will commence
1 January 2021. Ms Williams will be
Chairperson.
ESV is also recruiting a CEO to provide
clear distinction between regulatory
decision-making, and the day-to-day
operations of ESV. The CEO is expected
to be appointed in early 2021.
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Suspension
of licence card
printing and
postings

100 year anniversary of the
first electrical licensing exams

By Neil Fraser, General Manager,
Licensing, Training and Standards

October 2020 marked 100 years of
Electrical Licensing Examinations.

With the closure of our offices from
March 2020, the printing and posting
of Licensed Electrical Worker (LEW)
licences, Registered Electrical
Contractor (REC), Spotter and
Lineworker cards has been
temporarily suspended.
LEWs and RECs should refer to the
attachment on the email you receive
when your licence is newly issued or
renewed, as this will serve as evidence
of your current LEW licence/REC
registration. You will be required to
keep a copy of this on you whilst
conducting electrical works.
Spotters must carry a copy of
their statement of attainment for the
Spotter’s course. This will be accepted
as evidence of holding a valid Spotter’s
registration during this closure period.
ESV will recommence printing and
posting LEW, REC and Spotter cards
shortly, prioritising those unable to be
printed during the past six months.
Our online systems are operating as
usual and our Licensing and COES
teams are available to help via phone
or email.
We appreciate your patience.
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By Sue Sizer, Senior Compliance Officer,
Education & Assessment, Electrical Installation Safety

The first set of electrical licenses
were issued in April 1920 and were
provided to ‘wiremen’ who were already
established in the trade.
From October 1920, any person seeking
an electrician’s licence was required to
pass the ‘prescribed examination’ to
obtain their licence. Given its proximity
to World War I, applicants who had been
on active service were granted extra
time to obtain their licence and were
not required to complete the exams.
Back in 1920, no fees were charged
for examinations or the licence. The
examinations were conducted by
the newly formed State Electricity
Commission (SEC), a practice which
continued until the SEC was disbanded
in the 1990s.
To be eligible in 1920, the applicant
was required to have completed at least
five years’ work as a wiremen under
supervision and be over 21 years of age.
Apprenticeships in the electrical trade
did not commence until 1927.

Licensing examinations have changed
over the years. The term ‘examination’
itself is no longer used. Now known as
the Licensed Electricians Assessments
(LEA), assessments are carried out by
bodies approved by ESV. Assessments
comprise of three separate parts
that cover theoretical and practical
knowledge and skills, and safe isolation
practices.
Each assessment is based on the
knowledge and skills deemed critical
for safety by the Electrical Regulatory
Authorities Council (ERAC), a national
organisation that coordinates the
activities of the Australian and New
Zealand Electrical Regulators.
Licensing assessments have also
been developed over the years for other
licence types. This includes Electrical
Inspectors, Restricted Electrical
Workers, Switchgear Workers,
and Supervised licences.
Since 1920, over 60,000 electricians
have completed their licence
assessments. Throughout October
2020 ESV visited the major assessment
venues across Victoria to mark this
occasion, providing apprentices in
attendance with an ESV Showbag.

esv.vic.gov.au

New Leisure LPG Cylinder
Valve Connection is coming
By Jason Treseder, Senior Gas Engineer,
Type A Gas Appliance & Component Safety

The transition to a new and safer LPG
cylinder connection has officially started.
On 1 October 2020, Standards Australia
published amendments and revisions
to a range of Australian Standards
that allow for the transition to the new
Type 27 cylinder valve and appliance
connection to leisure LPG cylinder
applications.
Leisure LPG cylinders are smaller in
size, typically in the 3kg to 9kg range
and commonly used with portable gas
appliances like barbecues and patio
heaters. Larger LPG cylinders including
those typically connected to domestic
homes will not be affected by the
upcoming change.
Details of the transition to the new
connection have been finalised and
are referenced in each revised standard.
Significant dates to note are:
From 1 April 2021
Leisure LPG cylinders will start
appearing in the market with the Type 27
cylinder connection. These connections
are cross compatible and can be used
with both the old and new appliance
connections. This initial time period is to
ensure sufficient numbers of cylinders
with the new Type 27 connection are
available.
From 1 October 2021
All brand new and retested LPG
cylinders will be required to be fitted with
the Type 27 connection. Both new and
old cylinders will remain available and
existing Type 21 cylinders may continue
to be used and refilled while they remain
within test date. Leisure LPG cylinders
will be required to be tested and
inspected every 10 years, during which
the valve is removed and replaced with a
new valve. This means Type 21 cylinders
will be progressively phased out as
cylinder test dates expire.

From 1 October 2021
The first of the new gas appliances
will begin to be supplied with the Type
27 connection. The Type 27 connection
will be progressively phased in and by
1 April 2022 it will be mandatory for
all new gas appliances manufactured
after that date.
A detailed breakdown of the changes
and timeframes has been documented
in a Gas Technical Regulator guidance
bulletin on the GTRC website.
The additional safety advantages of the
Type 27 LPG cylinder connection over
the Type 21 connection is expected
to significantly reduce the number of
cylinder connection fires and injuries.
The addition of a check valve that will
only enable gas to flow when a gas tight
connection is made will reduce the risk
of high pressure gas escaping, even
if the cylinder valve is opened during
transportation or disconnected during
use.
Perishable rubber seals are located
within the body of the gas valve. This
means they can be assessed during
the refilling process and will be replaced
with the cylinder valve every 10 years.
A thermal shutoff built into the design
will allow the internal check valve to
close and remove gas supply if the
connection is exposed to a fire.
The new connection is also easier to
use. The fitting includes a large diameter
right handed thread plastic nut that is
able to be connected and disconnected
to the valve by hand without the use
of tools.

Getting the air
conditioner
installation right
By Jonathan Granger,
Head of Communications
and Marketing
Victorians looking to take advantage
of the Victorian Government’s reversecycling air conditioner rebates should
ensure their installer has the right
qualifications.
Energy Safe Victoria and the Victorian
Building Association (VBA) have
developed a fact sheet to support
people applying to the Victorian
Government’s Household Energy
Savings package. Part of the package
are rebates for households that install
an efficient reverse-cycle heater and
cooler to replace their old gas, electric
or wood-fire heater.
It is expected that rebates will be
provided to 250,000 low income
households.
The ESV and VBA fact sheet
is available on ESV's website.
Any plumber engaged to install or
replace air conditioners must have
the following:
» A license and registration from the VBA
» A refrigerant handling licence issued
by the Australian Refrigeration Council
» An electrician’s licence (A grade)
or alternately they must engage a
Registered Electrical Contractor (REC)
licensed by Energy Safe Victoria.
Householders should get an ESV
Certificate of Electrical Safety and a
VBA Plumbing Compliance Certificate
once the installation is complete.
Only properly trained, licenced and
insured installers can provide you
with these mandatory certificates that
ensure your warranty for the appliance
and the installation is guaranteed.

Keep your eyes open for the new
connection as it starts to appear
next year.
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Wiring systems associated
with safety services
By Andrew Burgdorf, Team Leader, Electrical Installation Safety, Electrical Installation Safety

Clause 7.2 AS/NZS 3000:2018.
This guideline aims to provide
clarification to clause 7.2 of AS/NZS
3000:2018 (incorporating amendment 1)
regarding wiring systems associated with
safety services being able to maintain
supply when exposed to fire.
Safety services include but are not
limited to the following:
» fire pumps and automatic sprinkler
systems
» fire and smoke detection equipment and
fire alarm systems
» air-handling systems
» evacuation equipment
» emergency lifts.
Wiring systems associated with the
supply to safety services may include
of any of the following:
»
»
»
»
»
»

consumer’s mains
generator supplies
normal supplies
alternate supplies
supplies to outbuildings
supplies to fire isolated portions
of buildings
» sub mains
» final sub circuit wiring.
Where a safety service has a Standard
specific to the installation of that safety
service equipment, and that Standard
requires the wiring system to be a WS
classified wiring system complying
with AS/NZS 3013, then the wiring
system (including all parts) must be
WS classified to the level required
by that Standard.
Note: Appendix H (H2.2) of AS/NZS 3000:2018
details relevant equipment installation Standards.

Parts of a WS Classified
Wiring System
A wiring system that is WS classified
and complies with AS/NZS 3013
includes all the:
» conductors, cabling or busbar, including
the enclosure/mechanical protection; and
» their supports such as saddles, cable
trays, cable ladders, brackets, cable ties;
and
» their fixings such as screws, bolts and
anchors used to fix the supports to the
building or structure.
WS Classified Wiring Systems
For a wiring system to be provided
a WS classification, all the above
mentioned parts of the wiring system
must be tested to AS/NZS 3013,
together as a complete system.
The wiring system is classified in
accordance with the ability of the
complete system to maintain circuit
integrity under fire conditions for
a specified period, and integrity
against mechanical damage of a
specified severity.
To achieve the necessary rating,
when you install a WS classified wiring
system, you will need to comply with
the manufacturer’s instructions to
ensure that the system meets the rating
assigned to it (as when it was tested).

WS Classification Not Provided
Where a safety service does not have a
standard specific to its installation, which
provides specification on a required WS
classification, the wiring system must
be capable of maintaining supply to the
safety service when exposed to either
fire or mechanical damage.
Clause 7.2.2.2.2 of AS/NZS 3000:2018
outlines further requirements and
methods to achieve this.
The Building Code
The Building Code of Australia
(NCC Volume 1) requires wiring
systems supplying a substation or main
switchboard, that supplies equipment
required to operate in an emergency
mode, to have a wiring system rating
of—
a. WS53W, if located in a position subject
to damage by motor vehicles;
b. WS52W, elsewhere; or
c. otherwise enclosed or protected by
construction having a fire-resistance
level of not less than 120/120/120.
Note: The addition of the supplementary letter W to
a wiring system designation means that the wiring
system is able to maintain circuit integrity when—
a. tested for protection against exposure to fire for
the period specified by the first characteristic
numeral; and
b. then hosed with water.

A manufacturer who has conducted the
relevant testing should be able to provide
certification documentation stating the
Standard the product has been tested
to, as well as what parts or components
and accessories are to be used for its
support and fixing to ensure compliance.
Alternatively you may have the wiring
system including all components, parts
and accessories tested and certified
to meet the requirements outlined in
AS/NZS 3013.

Download a copy of the
guideline at esv.vic.gov.au
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Worker electrocuted on
a farm in North West Victoria
By Greg Sieburn, Senior Network Safety Engineer

ESV is issuing this alert to highlight the risk of using mobile
plant and equipment on farms near overhead powerlines.
What happened
On 12 November 2020, a farm worker
was using a telehandler (JCB tractor)
to move hay bales when the telescopic
boom made contact with an overhead
22,000 volt powerline.
It is believed that after contacting the
overhead powerline, the farm worker
got out of the telehandler, and received
a fatal electric shock overhead
powerlines are located across many
farms in Victoria.
They pose a safety risk to people
working with equipment or machinery
nearby that can reach and contact
the overhead powerlines.
Since 2010, four workers have died
on Victorian farms after equipment or
machinery they were operating made
contact with overhead powerlines.

Recommended ways
to control risks
Understand the capabilities and
limitations of your equipment and
machinery when working near
powerlines.
» Plan work so that equipment or
machinery cannot physically come
closer than 6.4 metres to powerlines
when:
› loading and unloading
› lifting
› tipping, and
› excavating.
» Identify the maximum height of your
equipment or machinery in travel
and all working modes.
NEVER set up or operate
extendable equipment or
machinery under powerlines.
» Stow away booms, any extendable
equipment or machinery, and
lower tipper trays before moving
or traversing across the land.

Emergency response
to a powerline incident
If you accidentally make contact with
a powerline, follow the steps below.
If safe to do so:
» Stay inside the equipment or
machinery – do not exit while the
equipment or machinery is in contact
with the overhead powerline.
» Instruct anyone nearby to stay
at least 10 metres clear from the
incident area.
» If possible, try to operate the
machinery to break contact with
the powerline.
» If you have a phone on you:
› Call 000 if anyone is injured
or if there is an immediate risk
› Call the power company who
owns the powerlines at your
location
› Wait for instruction from the
representative of the local
power company.
If it is not safe (e.g. in case of fire):

The incident site.

» Jump clear from the vehicle, keeping
legs and feet close together and
landing both feet on the ground
at the same time.
NEVER touch the vehicle and
the ground at the same time.
» Then, keeping both feet together
and touching each other, shuffle
your feet until you are a distance
of more than 10 metres away from
the equipment or machinery.
» Once clear, do not return to the
machinery or approach any closer
than 10 metres to the powerline.
Always assume that any
powerline is live.
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ESV builds on High Energy team
By Vanessa Garbett, Senior Compliance Officer, High Energy, Electrical Installation Safety

ESV has been building our resources to focus
on High Energy (HE) electrical installations.
High Energy (HE) electrical installations
may be complex (large generators), high
voltage (HV) or low voltage with high
current. They may include generators
(coal, gas and wind), ports, hospitals,
hazardous facilities, mines and
manufacturing plants.
Following a fatality at the Yallourn
Power Station in late 2018, and
subsequent audits of the coal fired
generators in Victoria, the HE team
in conjunction with WorkSafe Victoria
has developed a Guide for Arc Flash
Hazard Management.
The guideline was recognised as
crucial to industry in outlining ESV’s
and WorkSafe’s expectations and in
developing a level playing field across
industry. The Arc Flash Management
guideline is available on the ESV website.
ESV has assembled a dedicated team
to oversee Voluntary Electricity Safety
Management Schemes (VESMS) and
audit HE installations. This team includes
Vanessa Garbett, Don Clancy and David
de Graaff, and has been operating for
12 months.

Auditing
The audit of over 25 installations over
the last 12 months, has highlighted
that Arc Flash Hazard Management
continues to be of concern and the
industry needs to improve.
We find too many instances where
incident energy levels have not been
determined and electrical workers are
placed at risk. If incident energy levels
are unknown, control measures provided
for electrical workers may be insufficient
for the incident energy levels present.
Further information is available in the
abovementioned guideline.
We are also finding shortfalls in electrical
procedures. Owners and operators
of Complex and HV installations are
often unaware of the requirements of
regulations 501 and 502 under the
Electricity Safety (General) Regulations
2019. Access authority systems and
robust procedures for electrical work
are essential in managing electrical
safety on these sites.
See ‘HV and Complex Owners
and Operators’ below for more.
The broader issue of live work is
ongoing. Live work should only be
permitted for testing scenarios when
adequate precautions have been put
in place, or when it has absolutely been
determined that re-scheduling for safe
shut down is not achievable and that
shutting down electrical equipment
would create a greater risk to human
life than the risk posed to the workers
involved.
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The electrical industry is subject
to competitive, real and perceived
pressures where stakeholders expect
minimal disruption. However, many are
often unaware that works may consist
of dangerous live work practices.
Stakeholders should be educated that
electrical works can be scheduled for
shut downs, and the alternative can
result in much greater disruptions if
things go wrong.
Unsafe electrical work and work
practices can be catastrophic, with
significant disabling burns or death a
likely consequence. No worker should
be exposed to such hazards. Working on
or near energised electrical equipment
(live work) is the leading cause of serious
accidents and fatalities for electrical
workers.
VESMS
The HE team continue to work on
a number of elements concurrently.
For VESMS operators and applicants,
a guide for VESMS application and
renewal is available on the ESV website
and should be read in conjunction
with the Electricity Safety Act 1998
and the Electricity Safety Management
Regulations 2019 (ESMR).

esv.vic.gov.au

Product recall —
Schneider Electric
10 mA RCDs
Issued by Schneider Electric
on the 29/10/2020.
HV and Complex Owners
and Operators
ESV would like to remind all stakeholders
in HV and Complex Installations of the
compliance requirements outlined in the
Electricity Safety (General) Regulations
2019, regulations 501 and 502. These
regulations outline the safety standards
and general duties required of HV and
Complex electrical installation operators
and owners. In short they include,
but are not limited to, the following
requirements:
» the electrical installation is safe and
maintained and operated safely
» any person operating the HV or Complex
electrical installation has a standard of
qualifications, proficiency and experience
that enables that person to safely
perform their function
» any person operating or maintaining
the HV or Complex electrical installation
has written operating and maintenance
procedures that describe the
methods of operation, maintenance,
earthing, isolation, energisation and
de-energisation of the installation.
» any person operating or maintaining
any part of the HV or Complex electrical
installation is trained, authorised
and instructed to perform the work
in accordance with the owner’s or
operator’s operating and maintenance
procedures.
» any person working on or near the
installation complies with the provisions
of the Blue Book.
The Blue Book is the Code of Practice
on electrical safety for work on or near
high voltage electrical apparatus.

Wind Farm Construction
There has been some confusion around
the construction of wind farms in recent
times. ESV has produced a guideline
to assist industry in understanding
the regulatory requirements for Wind
Turbines.
Wind turbines are electrical installations
and consist of electrical equipment
assembled onsite. Portions of the
electrical equipment which form the
installation may be pre-wired before
arrival to site.

The recalled products are Socket
Outlet 10mA RCD and Service Panel
10mA RCD types. These products are
mainly installed in health care facilities
that utilise medical equipment.
The risk to public safety is low, but
the products do not meet Australian
Standards.
Products that are recalled
2025RC10-XX, 2031RC10-XX,
2031VRC10-XX, C2025RC10-XX,
ML2025RC10C-BG, ML2025RC10-XX,
ML2031RC10-XX, ML2031VRC10-XX.
All products listed above purchased
between 1st July 2017 and 15th
October 2020 (inclusive) are potentially
affected.

More information on the
Product Recall is available
at esv.vic.gov.au

Download your copy via ESV’s
website at esv.vic.gov.au/blue-book
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Your electrical
questions answered
By Simon O'Leary, Compliance Officer, Electrical Installation Safety

Question

Answer

Standard/Clause

The inverter I am installing has a
built-in (integrated) DC Isolator. Do
I need to install another DC Isolator
adjacent to the inverter to comply
with the standards?

If an inverter is installed which has an integrated load break
d.c. disconnector (Isolator), then provided it meets the requirements
of AS/NZS 5033:2014 Clause 4.4.1.2 and 4.3.5.2, such as;

AS/NZS 5033:2014
Clause 4.4.1.2

With the load break disconnector in the OFF position there
shall be no risk of electrical hazards when the cover is removed,
and the d.c. disconnector is capable of being secured in the
open position.
The d.c. disconnector must also conform with, and be approved
to, AS 60947.3, meet the requirements listing in 4.3.5.2 (a) – (k),
and be listed on the EESS if offered as a spare part or component.
ESV deems it compliant to the standard and does not require
an additional DC Isolator to be installed adjacent to the inverter.
Note: the manufacturer of the inverter should provide a
‘Letter of Certification’ to certify the specific model of inverter
is compliant to this standard.

When connecting supply to an
installation, what are the minimum
requirements for the unterminated
cables at the switchboard?

Unused conductors associated with conductors that remain
connected shall be terminated and protected at both ends in the
same manner as live conductors for protection from harmful effects
of induced voltages. This can be achieved by insulating the exposed
ends of the conductors and confining them within a junction box
or switchboard.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

Do I need to consider providing
additional protection where the
conductors installed within the cavity
wall are fixed in position without
movement, and located against the
plasterboard where they enter a
recessed switchboard?

Yes, additional protection is required for wiring systems concealed
within 50mm from the surface of a wall that is fixed in position by
fasteners or held in place by thermal insulation, or by passing through
an opening in a structural member. Approved methods of additional
protection are listed in Clause 3.9.4.4.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

When installing wiring in a common
enclosure with hot and cold water
pipes, such as through a slab to an
island bench, how close can the
wiring be to the water pipes?

Wiring systems must maintain a separation of not less than 25mm
from any gas or water piping. Regardless of if they are in a separate
enclosure or not.

AS/NZS 3000:2018

I’m an A-Grade electrician.
If I disconnect something for
testing, have I completed electrical
installation work? And do I need
to complete a Certificate of
Electrical Safety?

Yes. Electrical installation work means installation, alteration, repair
or maintenance of an electrical installation. Disconnecting something
for testing might be considered to fit within maintenance. So therefore,
a Certificate of Electrical Safety will be required to be issued.

Electricity Safety
Act 1998
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Clause 1.5.11.4

Clause 3.9.4.2

Clause 3.9.8.4 (b)

Section 45A

Question

Answer

Standard/Clause

Are switchboards allowed to be
installed under stairs in a domestic
installation?

There is no specific rule that prevents a switchboard
from being installed under stairs in a domestic installation.

AS/NZS 3000:2018
Clause 2.10.2.1

Ensure that a switchboard is:
» installed in a suitable well-ventilated place;
» arranged so as to provide sufficient space for the initial installation
and later replacement of individual items of the control and protective
devices and accessibility for operation, testing, inspection, maintenance
and repair; and
» provided with 600mm minimum distance from all faces
of a closed switchboard that need to be accessible.

Am I required to equipotential bond
fixed conductive parts and fittings
within arm’s reach of a swimming
pool?

Yes. Equipment such as pool ladders, diving boards, conductive
fences, pipework and reinforcing metal in a concrete slab that are
installed within arm’s reach (1.25m) of the pool edge, and that are,
either directly or indirectly, in contact with the general mass of
earth must be bonded.

AS/NZS 3000:2018
Clause 5.6.2.6.2

The equipotential bonding conductors must be connected to either
the earthing circuits supplying the pool or spa equipment, or the
earthing bar at the switchboard at which the circuits originate.

Regarding pool earthing, can you
explain the exemption of 100mm in
any dimension, and would this include
a 50mm x 900mm post?

Any conductive fitting or fixture installed within arm’s reach
(1.25m) of the pool edge that has an individual accessible part that
is greater than 100mm in any dimension will need to be bonded.

What distance is a gas regulator
allowed to be from any electrical
ignition source?

Gas distribution company gas meters are not installed to
AS/NZS 3000 or AS/NZS 5601.1 (the gas installation standard),
in that gas distribution companies operate a Safety Case, and
within each Safety Case, the gas distribution company will specify
the minimum installation requirements to ensure that they install,
operate and maintain their gas distribution network safely.

AS/NZS 3000:2018
Clause 5.6.2.6.2

This will include a post that is 50mm x 900mm or a conductive
glass fence spigot if greater than 100mm tall.

Gas Safety Act
1997
Gas Safety
(Safety Case)
Regulations 2018

Each gas distribution company has on its web site or by request,
specifications on the minimum installation requirements for their
gas meters. These requirements need to be maintained and any
contravention of these requirements may result in the gas distribution
company issuing a defect notice to the customer that may result
in the gas being disconnected.
»
»
»
»
»
»

AusNet Gas Services
Multinet Gas
Gas Networks Victoria (Enwave) nformation available on request.
Tas Gas
Australian Gas Networks, information available on request.
APA
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AS/NZS 5601.2:2020
published

Publication
of hydrogen
standards

By David Crew, Gas Inspector, Gas Operations

By Enzo Alfonsetti, Head of Type A
Gas Appliance & Component Safety

Gasfitting practitioners should take note of the recent
publication, dated 1 October 2020, of AS/NZS5601.2:2020
Gas Installations – LP Gas installations in caravans
and boats for non-propulsive purposes.
This Standard outlines the requirements
and means to conform solutions for the
design, installation, repair, alteration,
modification, replacement and
commissioning of LP Gas installations in
caravans and boats for non-propulsive
purposes. The standard forms part of
the Victorian plumbing regulatory regime
and applies to gasfitting work carried out
in Victoria.
Part 2 is a standard in its own right
and can be purchased via SAIGlobal
and Tech Sheet.
The Gas Safety (Installation) Regulations
2018 lists AS/NZS 5601.2 as a
prescribed standard for carrying out
gasfitting work as published and
amended from time to time.

Some key changes include:
» The introduction of definitions for
'controlled area', 'domestic caravan',
'encapsulated', 'ignition source',
'non-sparking by nature', 'quick-connect
device (cylinder)' and 'toughened
safety glass'.
» Figures showing 'controlled area'
and clearances on caravan drawbars
for ignition sources.
» Allowing hard drawn copper tube
to be used on houseboats used on
inland waterways.
» The new standard specifically
prohibits the use of press-fit connections.
» Introduction of requirements for
'encapsulated' electrical devices
» Introduction of increased requirements
for new installations of the distance
between cookers and rangehoods.
» New requirements for carbon monoxide
detectors in boats to conform with
referenced internationally recognized
Standards.
» Further requirements on the use of
thermal protection for combustible
surfaces.
» Updated pipe sizing tables allowing
for more flow capacity.
» The inclusion of references to a cylinder
quick-connect device (Type 27).
Please note that AS/NZS 5601.1 is
still undergoing a review process and
it is envisaged that a public comment
draft will be released shortly.
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In support of the National Hydrogen
Strategy, the Standards Australia
ME-093 'Hydrogen Technologies'
committee has developed and
published a number of hydrogen related
standards to facilitate a hydrogen
economy with the goal of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
The following standards have now
been published:
» AS 16110.1:2020 Hydrogen generators
using fuel processing technologies,
Part 1: Safety
» AS ISO 16111:2020 Transportable gas
storage devices – Hydrogen absorbed
in reversible metal hydride
» AS ISO 19881:2020 Gaseous hydrogen
– Land vehicle fuel containers
» AS 22734:2020 Hydrogen generators
using water electrolysis – Industrial,
commercial, and residential applications
» AS19880.3:2020 Gaseous hydrogen –
Fuelling stations, Part 3: Valves
» AS 26142:2020 Hydrogen detection
apparatus – Stationary applications
» AS ISO 14687:2020 Hydrogen fuel
quality – Product specification
» SA TS 19883:2020 Safety of pressure
swing adsorption systems for hydrogen
separation and purification
» AS ISO 16110.2:2020 Hydrogen
generators using fuel processing
technologies, Part 2: Test methods
for performance
In addition, there are three draft
documents that have been published
for public comment:
» SA TR 15916 Basic Considerations
for the safety of hydrogen systems
» AS 62282.3.100 Fuel cell technologies,
Part 3.100: Stationary fuel cell power
systems – Safety
» AS 62282.3.300 Fuel cell technologies,
Part 3.300: Stationary fuel cell power
systems – Installation.
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Visual installation
inspections when
servicing gas
appliances

New Type A appliance standard
for small gas engines
By Rebecca Searcy, Team Leader – Type A Gas Appliance
and Component Safety, Gas Pipeline Safety & Technical Regulation

By Doug Rennie,
Gas Safety Officer, Gas Operations
ESV recently received notification
of a faulty gas appliance flue installation
identified by a practitioner while
servicing a gas space heater in regional
Victoria. The installation had the
potential to cause a house fire or serious
health concerns for the consumer.
A visual inspection of the appliance
installation by the practitioner revealed
that the internal flue components
were not correctly connected and
discharging flue products directly
inside the house and onto the timber
skirting board behind the appliance,
as well as a composite pipe fitting joint
causing a minor gas escape.
This non-compliant appliance
installation was also found not
fixed back onto the internal wall, and
a number of manufacturer supplied
installation components had not been
installed at the time of installation.
This is a timely reminder for all property
owners and practitioners to ensure
that all gas heaters are checked and
serviced every two years by a licensed
or registered Type A appliance Servicing
practitioner. All gas practitioners should
complete a gas appliance service
work check sheet and confirm the gas
appliances are appropriately installed
and secured as per the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.
ESV’s Type A Appliance Gasfitter
Toolkit provides a one-stop shop for
gasfitters with access to materials
including relative technical information
sheets, informative videos and test
report forms, such as Negative Pressure
and Carbon Monoxide Spillage
Test Report. Head to esv.vic.gov.au/
gasfitter-toolkit for more.

Changing market needs for energy generation
have driven the development of a brand new
gas equipment standard.
The new standard will specify
requirements for small gas engines
intended to power air conditioners,
heat pumps, electricity generators and
gas compressors in either commercial
or domestic installations for use in
Australia or New Zealand.
The small gas engine driven
appliances standard AS/NZS 5263.1.11
is to be used in conjunction with the
AS/NZS 5263.0 Gas appliances:
general requirements standard. Both
standards provide users with uniform
minimum requirements for the safety,
performance and use of Type A gas
appliances.
The AS/NZS 5263.1.11 standard
applies to both Natural and LP gas
fuelled spark ignition reciprocating
internal combustion engine driven
appliances with energy inputs not
exceeding 1000 MJ/h, which are
intended for fixed installations.
As the gas equipment general
requirements standard was developed
with more conventional Type A
consumer appliances in mind,
AS/NZS5263.1.11 incorporates
coverage specific to small gas engines.
In addition to the typical considerations
for gas equipment construction and
performance, it includes design
requirements for crankcase ventilation,
battery location and cooling system
effectiveness. Mechanical guarding
to protect from ignition of oil or fuel or
contact with coolant is also addressed,
as well as guarding to protect users
from moving parts.

Engine exhaust and muffler systems
must be capable of withstanding
the conditions of expected use. In
addition, new requirements for engine
isolation, operation, safety shutdown
and emissions have been defined
to address safety considerations
unnecessary for other gas appliances
incorporating conventional gas
burners.
When installing gas engines, gasfitters
should be aware that allowable flue
terminal locations are considerably
different for these appliance types.
Required clearances from building
openings are greater in order to
ensure the safe discharge of exhaust
products. ASNZS 5263.1.11 includes
an illustration and detailed table to
clarify the required clearances.
Engine noise levels must be displayed,
but limitations are not included in
this standard, as many jurisdictions
have existing rules in place. Relevant
international standards are referenced
within AS/NZS 5263.1.11 for noise
testing.
At the time of writing this article ESV
was informed that AS/NZS 5263.1.11
would be published in late November
2020.
To determine if the standard is available
for purchase refer to the Standards
Australia website or the SAI Global.
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Identified non-compliance
breaches
By Paul Harris, Head of Gas Operations
Energy Safe Victoria takes this
opportunity to remind gasfitters of
the important need to ensure the
correct clearances are achieved
when completing commercial kitchen
installations.
A number of continuing non-compliance
items have been identified by ESV where
new and second hand commercial
catering appliances have been installed
into commercial kitchens.

AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 sections 6.10.2.2
Clearances to a grease filter Table
6.9 and 6.10.2.3 Clearances around
commercial catering equipment outlines
the minimum clearances to combustible
materials adjacent to commercial
catering appliances.
The required clearances to combustible
surfaces from commercial catering
appliances shall comply with the
manufacturer installation instructions,
and in many cases this distance may
vary between manufacturers.

The minimum clearances required
between a combustible surface and a
commercial cooking appliance shall not
be less than the clearances shown in
AS/NZS 5601.1:2013 Table 6.10.
Attached below is an example of three
non-compliance items identified at one
ESV inspection of a new commercial
kitchen installation.

Rating

Cause

Clause description

1

S/NZS 5601.1 2013

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF SPECIFIC GAS
APPLIANCES – Commercial catering equipment -Clearances around
commercial catering equipment

Clause 6.10.2.3

3 Non-compliances

Breaches

» Clearance was not provided to the combustible wall surface behind the commercial catering equipment,
as specified to the manufacturer’s requirements.
» Fryer installed next to a stainless steel bench top, contains timber underneath the bench.
» Clearance of a kebab machine and combustible material is not in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

For clarification on a specific clause
within an Australian Standard,
contact the ESV Gas Safety Technical
Information Line on 1800 652 563.
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ESV prosecutions
and infringements
As at December 2020

Infringement notice summary 2019/2020

ESV has taken legal
proceedings against the
following individuals and
companies.

Jul
20
Total

Aug
20

Sep
20

Oct
20

Nov
20

Dec
20

Jan
21

Feb
21

Mar
21

Apr
21

May
21

Jun
21

Total

76

32

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

199

61

» Alexander Chinery, REC, appeared on-line,
charged with two counts of installing
unsafe electrical equipment and one count
of carrying out non-compliant electrical
installation work. Chinery was fined $3,000
without conviction and ordered to pay
ESV’s costs.

TOP 3 Offences

TOP 5 Offenders

47

3
$215,374
27
187
38
92
15

Non-complying
electrical installation
work

13

Unlicensed electrical
installation work

22

Fails to complete
certificate

Gasfitter/Plumber

Total amount of fines issued ($)

July – October 2020

Total number of offences

LEI

July – October 2020

LEW

REC

Unlicensed worker
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OVERHEAD POWERLINES.

DON’T EXPECT
A WARNING.

Whenever you enter a new property, the safest thing to do is assume
that there are live powerlines overhead. To stay safe, follow this simple
three-step process. Your life could depend on it.

1
2
3

AS SOON AS YOU ENTER A SITE, STOP. GET OUT OF THE VEHICLE.
LOOK UP AND AROUND. UNDERSTAND THE ENTIRE AREA OF WORK.
PROCEED ONLY IF SAFE.

For more information visit www.esv.vic.gov.au/look-up-and-live

